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 Exercise: 

B.Answer the following broad questions: 

1.Write down the notes on the dates and achievements of three kings of the 

Medieval age. 

2.Write down three sentences about social life in the Middle age. 

3. How was the economic life of the Medieval age? 

Exercise:  

c.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :  [ Unseen] ( These are given 

only for practice) . 

        a.Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah came to power in _____ century. 

b.Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah opened up ______ dynasty. 

c.____________ landlord of Sonargaon. 

d.In ____ century,Isa Khan fought for independence of Bengal against 

Mughal emperor Akhbar. 

e.Shayesta Khan appointed as the local governor of Bengal in ____ century. 

f. At Shayesta Khan’s time one could get one mound of rice for ____ taka. 
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Exercise: 

B.Answer the following broad questions: 

1.Ans: The notes on the dates and achievements of three kings of the Medieval age 

are given below: 

          Shamsuddin Ilias Shah: 

1.He came to power in the 14th century. 

2.His main achievement was to keep Bengal independent from the sultans of 

Delhi. 

3.Shamsuddin Ilyas Shah opened up Shahi dynasty. 

Isa Khan: 

1.Isa Khan was the leader of the landowners in Bengal, called the Baro 

Bhuiyan. 

2.He was the landlord of Sonargaon. 

3.In the 16th century, he fought for independence of Bengal against Mughal 

emperor Akhbar. 

Shayesta Khan: 

1.In the 17th century,Shayesta Khan appointed as the local governor of 

Bengal. 

2.At his time rice was sold cheap.One could get one mound of rice for eight 

taka only. 

 

 
2.Ans: The three sentences about social life in the Middle age were given below: 

1.At that time Bengal was known for the harmony between Hindus, 

Buddhists, and Muslims. 

2.It was also known for its Bengali language and literature. 

3.Clothes and diets of Middle age wren the same as Ancient age. 

 



3.Ans:The economic life of the Medieval age was 

1.Their economy was based on agriculture. 

2.Cotton and silk garments were also renowned as well as wood and ivory 

work. 

3.Exports exceeded imports with Bengal trading in garments, spices and 

precious stones from Chattagram. 

 

 

Exercise:  

c.Fill in the blanks with appropriate words :  

         a.14th 

b.Shahi 

c.Isa Khan  

d.16th 

e.17th 

f. eight 
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